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Abstract. We propose algorithms which combine simulation with symbolic methods for the verification of invariants. The motivation is twofold. First, there are designs which are too complex to be formally verified using symbolic methods; however the use of symbolic techniques in
conjunction with traditional simulation results in better "coverage" relative to the computational resources used. Additionally, even on designs
which can be symbolically verified, the use of a hybrid methodology often detects the presence of bugs faster than either formal verification or
simulation.

1

Introduction

In this paper we will be concerned with the problem of design verification; specifically, the problem of invariant checking over gate-level designs. Traditionally,
designs have been verified by extensive simulation. While offering the benefits of
simplicity and scalability, simulation offers no guarantees of correctness; for large
designs, the fraction of the design space which can be covered in this methodology becomes vanishingly small. Indeed, there are many examples of designs that
passed extensive simulation, but were still found to contain bugs [4]. This has led
to the proposal of "formal methods" for design verification; the adjective formal
refers to the unambiguous specification of the system and the properties being
checked, together with the validation step generating a mathematically rigorous
proof of correctness.
In theory the computational complexity of invariant checking on netlists is
high; PSPACE-complete to be precise. In practise, many designs are well structured, and this can be exploited to devise heuristic procedures which perform
well on specific classes of designs. One method which has been used to successfully verify a large number of complex designs is the use of "symbolic data
structures" such as Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) to efficiently represent and
manipulate the state spaces of designs [11]. The primary limitation of BDD based
approaches to invariant checking is that for many designs, the BDDs constructed
in the course of verification can grow extremely large, resulting in space-outs or
severe performance degradation due to paging [12].
Practicing verifiers are less concerned with formally verifying designs than
finding bugs in them as early as possible. As Henzinger has pointed out, "falsification" is a more accurate description of the endeavor called "verification" Faced
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with the twin dilemmas of diminished coverage through simulation and the inability of symbolic methods to formally verify large designs, it is natural to ask how
best to combine symbolic methods with simulation, so as to find bugs as quickly
as possible.
In this paper we provide two answers to the problem posed above. It is to
be stressed that neither method is complete, i.e., guaranteed to provide a formal
certificate of correctness if the invariant passes, or a counterexample if it fails.
However, all reported violations of the invariant are true bugs.
We first develop the method of saturated simulation, wherein the designer designates a subset of the latches as being "interesting"; these could, for example,
be the program counter and status bits in a microprocessor. The procedure performs a partial traversal of the state space. At each step, symbolic techniques are
used to compute the image of current set of states, and only a minimal subset of
the image is kept so that all control states seen thus far are represented; we also
describe an extension that visits all controller edges. Heuristically, the control
portion of the design, while being much smaller than the datapath, is the main
source of design errors. Saturated simulation attempts to explore as much of the
control state space, thus increasing the likelihood of finding bugs.
The efficiency of this approach comes from the observation that it is feasible
to compute the symbolic image of a single state even for very large designs,
coupled with the fact that the set of control states is typically much smaller than
the entire state space. Additionally, fast BDD routines exist for generating and
manipulating representative elements of equivalence classes [9].
We then describe an orthogonal approach referred to as retrograde analysis [15]. Starting from B0, the complement of the invariant, successive preimages B0, B1, B2,... are computed symbolically. This is done till the BDD for
some Bn grows larger in size than a (user-specified) threshold value. Cycle simulation is performed from an initial state; simulation is halted if a state which lies
B~, since every state in B~ can reach a state in B0. We describe greedy search
strategies for finding paths to B~ from an initial state which use Hamming distance as a metric to be minimized. The primary benefit of retrograde analysis is
that the set UiBi is typically much larger (in the sense of cardinality) than B0;
hence, in a heuristic sense, B~ offers a much larger "target" for simulation.
These routines have been coded on top of the tool VIS [2]. Our experimental
results underline the effectiveness that is suggested by the heuristic arguments
given above.
To the best of our knowledge, the principles of saturated simulation and retrograde analysis are novel to this paper. We have been influenced by a number of
related works. Thompson's [15] work on Retrograde Analysis provided the initial
impetus. Additionally, we were influenced by the dramatic improvements made
to cycle simulation by the use of BDDs by Ashar and Malik [1], and McGeer et
al. [10], who made clear the importance of making maximum use of the physical
memory available on the machine. Ravi et al. [13] attempt to pick subsets of state
sets encountered during reachability analysis which have small BDDs but contain
a large number of states. This is distinct from our approach, wherein a subset is
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chosen which attempts to maximize the number of distinct controller states. Cho
et al. [5] pick nets to abstract into primary inputs, consequently obtaining supersets of the set of reachable states. The work of Ho et al. [7] and Hoskote et al. [8]
on creating simulation vectors which excite a large number of transitions on the
controller states of a design suggested the usefulness of using transitions rather
than states to obtain good coverage of controller behavior. However, they used
designer supplied "translation functions", or test-based techniques to generate
simulation input sequences which excited as much of the control as possible; our
approach is rooted in symbolic methods.

2

Background

--

Invariant

Verification

In order to be able to analytically reason about hardware, we first need to develop
mathematical models for digital systems. Singhal [14] gives a detailed exposition
for computational models for hardware.
Hardware designs can be modeled at the structural level using netlists, or
at the behavioral level using finite state machines (FSMs). A netlist consists of
an interconnected set of primary inputs, gates, and latches. Each gate has an
associated Boolean function. A finite state machine can be represented by an
edge-labeled directed graph, where the vertices correspond to states, and the
labels are input-output pairs.
For a given a netlist ~, there is a natural way of deriving a finite state machine from it; states are evaluations to the set of latch variables, and the nextstate/output functions are derived by composing the gate functions.
Given a design D and a set of states A, the image of A (denoted by Img(A)) is
the set of all states which can be reached from A by applying an input sequence of
length one. Similarly, the pre-image of A (denoted by PreImg(A)) is the set off all
states which can reach A in one step. The Img and Pre-image procedures can be
implemented symbolically using Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram [3].
A common verification problem for hardware designs is to determine if every
state reachable from a designated set of initial states lies within a specified set
of "good states" (referred to as the invariant). This problem is variously known
as invariant verification, or assertion checking.
One straightforward solution to the invariant checking problem is to symbolically compute all states reachable from the initial states and determine that they
all lie in the invariant. An alternate approach to checking invariants is based on
backward analysis, wherein the symbolic Prelmg operator is iteratively applied
to determine all states which can reach the complement of the invariant; the
invariant fails if the initial state lies in this set.
The primary limitation of both approaches is that the BDDs encountered in
the course of image computations can grow very large.
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Fig. 1. Partitioning a design into Control and Datapath.

3

Saturated

Simulation

Many designs can be separated into "control" and "datapath" as illustrated in
Figure 1; furthermore, the designer is aware of this dichotomy. For most such
designs, the number of latches in the controller is usually a small fraction of the
total number of latches; however, the control portion is where bugs usually occur.
In this section, we describe an approach we refer to as "saturate simulation"; this
approach attempts heuristically to explore as much of the control portion of the
design as possible.
As an example, consider the v i p e r microprocessor [6]. It contains 9 latches
which can be naturally designated control and 210 which are data. Hence, there
are no more than 512 different possible values for the control state. It is feasible
even for very large designs to compute the image of a small (in the sense of
cardinality) set of states. In part, this follows from the fact that the construction
of the BDD for the next-state logic can be restricted to the current set of states.
This suggests that it may be possible to perform a "partial" reachability analysis,
in which all distinct control states are preserved at each step.
Let the variables associated with the control portion of the design be Xc and
the variables associated with the datapath be Xd. Thus the state of the design is
given by an evaluation to Xc U Xd.
D e f i n i t i o n l . Let A be a set of states. A subset A / of A is control-saturatedwith
respect to A if
(Yac.Vad) [(ac, ad) E A -+ (3ad')[(ac, ad') E A']]
Intuitively, A r is a control-saturated subset of A if every control state occurring in A occurs in A ~. Thus control-saturated subsets of A preserve all the
controller states present in A. Heuristically, a minimal control-saturated subset
of A is a good representative set - - it includes all the distinct controller configurations in A, and is as small as possible (in the sense of eardinatity). An example
of a control-saturated subset is given in Figure 2(a).
We now address the problem of computing minimal control-saturated subsets
of A. Let f b e a Boolean function on variables X = {xl, x 2 , . . . , xn}. Lin et
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Fig. 2. Minimal control saturated subsets.

/* A initialized to the BDD for the reset states. */
/* G is the BDD for the invariant.
*/

BDD_t f u n c t i o n Cntrl_Sat_Sirn(A, Cntrl_Vars, G) {
if

(BDD_fntersects(A, (~))

/* I n v a r i a a t f a i l s ! !

*/

a s s e r t FAIL i

1toga := BDD_Irng(A);
R := BDD_Or( A, ImgA );
R* := B D D _ C p r o j e c t ( R, Cntrl_Vars );
if

(BDD-Equal( R*, A))
return

return

R* ;

Cntrl_Sat_Sirn(R*, Cntrl_Vars, G);

F i g . 3. C o n t r o l - s a t u r a t e d s i m u l a t i o n

al. [9] presented an efficient algorithm (referred to as the c p r o j e c t operator)
which takes a BDD for f and a subset X ' C X of the variables, and returns a
BDD for a function f* which has the property that
1. for any assignment v to the variables in X, so that f ( v ) = 1, there is exactly
one valuation v' which agrees with the valuation v over the variables in X '
so that f* (v') = 1, and furthermore
2. for all u, f*(u) = 1 ~ f ( u ) = 1.
Since sets can be thought of in terms of characteristic functions, we will freely
apply the c p r o j e c t operator to sets. Observe that c p r o j e c t (A, Xc) is a minimal
control saturated subset of A.
In Figure 3 we sketch a simple symbolic procedure for invariant verification.
Reachable states are iteratively computed using the Img operator; at each step,
a control-saturated subset of the current reached state is computed using the
c p r o j e c t operator. This in turn is used as the current reached state set. The first
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few steps are illustrated in Figure 2(b). The procedure is incomplete, since it is
greedy: minimal control-saturated subsets of the sets computed by the c p r o j e c t
operator will not necessarily be sufficient to cover all possible controller states.
One simple way of further enhancing the coverage achieved by control-saturated
simulation is to generate several "representative" control states. There are simple
modifications to the c p r o j e c t operator which can achieve this effect. Another
approach is to apply c p r o j e c t only to the frontier of the reached states at each
iteration.

3.1

Control-edge Saturated Simulation

A fundamental extension to obtain enhanced coverage is to perform a partial
reachability analysis and at each step pick a subset of the image which preserves
all "controller transitions" to the image from the current set. Ho et al. [7] and
Abraham et al. [8] created simulation vectors which excite a large number of
control transitions in designs; the high quality of their results in terms of finding
bugs with these vectors underlines the usefulness of using transitions rather than
states to obtain good coverage. As an example, consider a microprocessor where
the control state is the value of the program counter. Two states which correspond
to different lines in the program may both transition the same program line
with different data values; in this case, it is natural to keep the resulting states
different.
We now describe how to explore edges in the control state space.

Definition2. Let A be a set of states. A subset B of
control-edge saturated with respect to A if

Img(A)

is said to be

(Vac.Vad.V/3c.V/3d)[[(ac, Old) E A A (/3c,/3d) C Img({(olc, ad)})] -+
(3/3d'.3ad')[(/3c,/3d') E B A (sc, ad') E A A (/3c,/3d') E Img({(sc,sd')})]]
In English, the above definition says that B is control-edge saturated when for
every transition (sc, SD) --+ (/36,/3D) from A to ImgA, there is a state (/36,/3D')
in B and a state (sc, so') in A so that (sc, so') ~ (/3c,/30').
Thus in some sense, control-edge saturated subsets of Img(A) preserve all
the controller transitions originating at A. Heuristically, a minimal control-edge
saturated subset of Img(A) is a good representative set - - it includes all the
distinct controller configurations resulting in Img(A) from transitions from A,
and is as small as possible. An example of a minimal control-edge saturated
subset is given in Figure 4.
Minimal control-edge saturated sets can be computed augmenting the design:
for every control latch xc, add a new latch xs which "shadows" z c , that is,
the next state of xs is the present state of z c . Denote the set of shadow state
variables thus introduced by X~. Clearly the next-state of the latches indexed
by Xc U Xd is independent of that of the shadow latches. The following lemma
demonstrates that minimal control-edge saturated sets can be computed from
the augmented design.
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Fig. 4. A minimal control-edge saturated subset.

3. Let A* be A lifted from Xe U X~ to Xe O X~ U X,. Define B to be
the existential quantification of cproj ecz(Img(A*), Xc U X~) by X~. Then B is
minimal control-edge saturated with respect to A.
Lemma

Proof. Observing that c p r o j e c t ( F , 0) is always subset of F, it follows that
cproject(Img(A*),Xe U X.~) is a subset of Img(A*). Since the next state of
non-shadow latches does not depend on the shadow latches, it follows that the
existential quantification of Img(A*) by X, is equal to Img(A), and so B is a
subset of Img(A).
We now show B is control-edge saturated with respect to A. Let (ac, aD) and
(/36,/3D) satisfy the "if" portion of the implication in Definition 2. Then there is
a transition from (ac, C~D) E A to (/3C,/3D), i.e., (/3C,/3D) C Img({(aC,aD))).
/~From the construction of the augmented design, ((~3c, ac),/3D) is in Img((ac, as), aD)
for an arbitrary assignment a s to the shadow latches. Hence cproj ect(Img(A*), XeU
X,) contains a state of the form ((/3c,ac),/3~). Note ((/3C,~C),/3D') lies in
Img(A*); let it lie in the image of ( ( a t , as'), a 9 0 . Hence, on existentially quantifying the X, variables from cproject(Img(A*),Xc U Xs), the resulting set
(namely B) will contain (/3c, t3~). Since (fiG,/39') lies in the image of (ac, aD'),
aD j and/30' are existential witnesses for the "then" portion of the implication
in Definition 2.
Minimality of B follows from the properties of c p r o j e c t described in the
previous section.
3.2

Experimental

Results

- Saturated

Simulation

We coded the routines described in the previous section as part of the VIS program [2]. Results are provided on two benchmarks - the 8085, and viper microprocessors. The 8085 is approximately 4000 gate equivalents, and contains 242
latches, of which 33 were identified as being control. The viper is also 4000 gate
equivalents, and contains 218 latches of which 9 were from the control. All experiments were conducted on an UttraSPARC 1, with a 170 MHz processor, and
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Example I Rchd. States I Peak BDD Control States IIC~176 Edgesl depth
viper
1.36 x 1019
2033
23
31
4
8085
1'.43 x 10.7
275641
1233
3723
10
Table 1. Complete BDD based reachability analysis.

Example Peak BDD [Control States[It Control Edges depth
viper
160180
246
688
64
8085
81089
1846
4765
43
Table 2. Partial reachability analysis using control-state saturated subsets.

128 MBytes of main memory. A timeout of 2000 seconds was used for all viper experiments, and 1000 seconds for 8085 experiments. Sifting-based dynamic
reordering was enabled throughout the experiments.
Table 1 presents results on the use of a complete BDD-based reachability
analysis on the two benchmarks. Peak BDD is the number of nodes in the largest
BDD encountered during reachability analysis. (The abnormally low peak BDD
for viper in Table 1 stems from the fact that the program timed out after the first
four reachability steps, which were easily performed.) Table 2 presents results on
the use of a control-state saturated simulation (as given in Figure 3). For 8085, we
compute almost twice as many reachable control states and transitions; for viper,
an order of magnitude more. Table 3 presents results on the use of control-edge
saturated simulation. In the same time, more edges are visited; this comes at t h e
expense of higher memory consumption with respect to control-state saturated
simulation. Interestingly, fewer control states are visited; we ascribe this to the
fact that the control-state saturated simulation is faster, and so manages to go
deeper into the state space in the same amount of time; this is seen in the depth
column.
We compare saturated simulation with fast lookup based cycle simulation [t,
10] in Table 4. For viper, we performed 1000 sets of simulations, each comprising
of 200 vectors; for 8085 we performed 4000 sets of length 200. Even though we
gave cycle simulation two orders of magnitude more time, it still performed far
worse than saturated simulation.

Example I ?eak BDD Control Statesl Control Edgesll depth
v~er
71213
236
705
60
8085
81089
1696
6324
30
Table 3. Partial reachability analysis using control-edge saturated subsets.
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Example

Saturated Simulation
Cycle Simulation
Time (sec) c d States I ICtl Edgesl] Time
Size
IJCtl States ICt! Edges I
viper
2000
236
705
866161000 • 200
121
288
8085
1000
1696
6324 991434000 • 200
705
2674
Table 4i Comparing saturated simulation with cycle simulation.

(a} Vanilta RA

(b) RA w~h Hamming; closest states are hatched

(c) Enhanced RA with Hart.ruing

Fig. 5. Retrograde searc:h for Invariant checking

4

Retrograde

Analysis

Retrograde Analysis (RA) is an important search technique developed within
the field of Artificial Intelligence. In its simplest form, RA first marks all end
positions (e.g., checkmate), and then by making unmoves from the end positions
works its way back to the positions farthest from the end position, on the way
determining the game theoretic values of all positions in the search space.
RA can naturally be applied to invariant checking: construct the sets of states
Bo, B1,... where B0 is the complement of the invariant and B~+I = PreImg(Bi).
Analogously to the 14%'s above, the B~'s are effectively bad states. The B0 's can
grow very large in terms of cardinality; it is natural to use BDDs to represent
them compactly. Finally, when main memory is nearly exhausted, say at the set
B~, search for an input sequence which takes an initial state to a state in B~.
The simplest search strategy is the simulation of random input vectors starting from a random initial state; the search halts if some state reached in this
fashion lies in Bl. This approach is illustrated in Figure 5(a). Note that checking
if a state lies in the set defined by a BDD is very fast - - it take time proportional
to the number of bits in the state, and is independent of the size of the BDD.
A more sophisticated search strategy is to pick an initial state which is "close"
to the target states, i.e., to Bz. We propose the use of Hamming distance as a
measure of closeness.
Recall that the Hamming distance between c~, fl E {0, 1} ~ (denoted by A ( a , fl))
is the number of positions in which the a and fl vectors differ. Consider the relations Ho, H1, H2,..., H , C {0, 1} 2" ,,,here (a, t?) E g k iff r A(a, fl) < k. The
relation H1 can be constructed directly using BDDs. The relation Hi+l satisfies
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the following identity:
Hi+l = H~ U (3~)[(~,~) e H~ A (9,~) e H~]
Hence, the BDDs for H0, H1, H 2 , . . . , Hn C {0, 1}2~ can be easily constructed;
furthermore a simple argument based on counting cofactors shows that they are
small for the interleaved variable ordering.
The search for states in B~ can be enhanced by by first performing forward
teachability from the initial states till the BDD for reached states reaches a
threshold size. /~From the outermost ring, pick a state (say a) which is closest
to Bt, and then perform random cycle simulation from a. This is illustrated
in Figure 5(b). Instead of cycle simulation from a, a combination of symbolic
forward reaehability analysis coupled with the t~e Hamming heuristic can be
recursively applied. This illustrated in Figure 5(c).
4.1

Experimental Results - Retrograde Analysis

We coded the routines described in the previous section as part of the VIS program [2], and experimented with a number of examples. Representative results
are provided on two benchmarks - Mesh4 is a routing algorithm on a 4 by 4 mesh
of nodes, and Cube4is hypercube based routing protocol. For both examples, we
chose an invariant which fails.
Results on Mesh4are reported in Figure 6. We plot BDD size and cardinality
after successive pre-images in Figure 6(a); both grow quickly. In Figure 6(5) we
plot the number of simulation trials needed to reach a pre-image, starting from
the initial state against the number of preimage steps taken; each trial consists
of applying 100 random vectors. It is clear from the picture that this number
decreases rapidly.
The effect of Hamming distance is given in Figure 7 for the Cube4example.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are as before. In Figure 7(c), we show the effect of taking
one forward step, and then picking a state in the image which is close to the target
as opposed to a random state in the image; in Figure 7(d) we take two forward
steps, and then pick a state which is close to the target. In both cases, there is an
appreciable decrease in the number of simulation trials needed when Hamming
distance is used. Interestingly, when a state in the image is picked at random,
the performance is actually worse that simply starting at the initial state.

5

Conclusion

We investigated ways in which to combine symbolic verification with simulation.
Specifically, we gave heuristic justification for saturated simulation and retrograde analysis. Experimental evidence corroborates that these approaches yield
enhanced coverage and robustness. Thus the combination of formal and informal
verification offers benefits not available in each independently.
In the future we intend to build upon the theme of relating formal and informal methods, particularly the problem of validating software for embedded
controllers.
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